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Abstract
Regional flood frequency analysis (RFFA) involves transfer of flood characteristics from gauged to ungauged catchments. In Australia, RFFA methods
generally focus on the application of empirical methods based on linear forms of model such as the Probabilistic Rational Method, the Index Flood
Method and the regression-based techniques. There have been successful applications of non-linear models in RFFA in some other countries such as CoActive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (CANFIS), Gene-Expression Programming (GEP) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The application of these
non-linear RFFA methods in Australia is limited. This study focuses on the application of Co-Active Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (CANFIS) based
RFFA models to Australian data. Using data from 452 catchments in eastern Australia (a part of Australian Rainfall and Runoff Revision Project 5
Regional flood methods database), it has been found that the CANFIS based RFFA provides quite accurate regional flood quantile estimates. However,
the Bayesian generalised least squares based QRT coupled with the region of influence approach outperforms the CANFIS based RFFA models.
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1 Introduction
A design flood estimate is needed in the planning and design of hydraulic structures and in many other water resources management tasks such as flood
control measures, flood plain mapping and flood insurance studies. The most direct method of flood estimation is the flood frequency analysis, which
requires long period of recorded streamflow data at the site of interest. In the case of Australia, many catchments are ungauged or poorly gauged and
hence regional flood frequency analysis (RFFA) methods are widely used in Australia. RFFA is the generic name given to describe techniques which
utilises streamflow data from gauged catchments in a region to estimate design floods for poorly gauged or ungauged catchments. The use of RFFA
enables the “transfer” of flood characteristics information from gauged to ungauged catchments (Bloschl and Sivapalan, 1997; Pallard et al., 2009). The
most commonly adopted RFFA methods have been described in Cunnane (1988) and Hosking and Wallis (1997). RFFA essentially involves two
important stages: (1) formation of regions; and (2) development of prediction equations. Traditionally these regions have been formed based on
geographic, political, administrative or physiographic boundaries (e.g. NERC, 1975; I. E. Aust., 1987); however, they can also be formed in catchment
characteristics data space using multivariate statistical techniques (e.g. Acreman and Sinclair, 1986; Nathan and McMahon, 1990; Rao and Srinivas, 2008;
Guse et al., 2010). Moreover, regions can also be formed using a region-of-influence approach where a certain number of catchments based on proximity
in geographic or catchment attributes space are pooled together based on some objective function to form an optimum region in RFFA (e.g. Burn, 1990;
Zrinji and Burn, 1994; Kjeldsen and Jones, 2009; Haddad and Rahman, 2012).
To develop the regional flood prediction equations, the commonly used techniques include the rational method, index flood method (IFM) and Quantile
Regression Technique (QRT). The rational method has widely been adopted in estimating design floods for small ungauged catchments (e.g. Mulvany,
1851; I. E. Aust., 1987; Jiapeng et al., 2003; Pegram and Parak, 2004; Rahman et al., 2011). IFM has widely been adopted in many countries which rely on
the identification of homogeneous regions (Dalrymple, 1960; Hosking and Wallis, 1993; Bates et al., 1998; Rahman et al., 1999; Kjeldsen and Jones, 2010;
Ishak et al., 2011). The QRT, proposed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) has been applied by many researchers using either an Ordinary
Least Square (OLS) or Generalised Least Square (GLS) regression technique (e.g. Benson, 1962; Thomas and Benson, 1970; Stedinger and Tasker, 1985;
Tasker et al., 1986; Pandey and Nguyen, 1999; Bayazit and Onoz, 2004; Rahman, 2005; Griffis and Stedinger, 2007; Ouarda et al., 2008; Kjeldsen and
Jones, 2009; Haddad and Rahman, 2011; Haddad et al., 2011, 2012).
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In case of Australia, the diversity of climatic conditions, site characteristics and a vast area have encouraged the hydrologists to emphasize on different
aspects of RFFA. Furthermore, increased computing power and the research in statistical methods have enabled the hydrologists to develop new
techniques such as non-linear models for the solution of many complex hydrological problems. Neuro fuzzy based techniques e.g., Co-Active Neuro
Fuzzy Inference System (CANFIS) presents more flexible model structure that can easily account for non-linearities between the model input and output
and their complex interactions. Neuro-fuzzy modelling refers to the way of applying various learning techniques developed in the neural network
literature to fuzzy modelling or a fuzzy inference system. This approach adds the advantage of reduced training time not only due to its smaller
dimensions but also because the network can be initialised with parameters relating to the problem domain (Maguire et al, 1998).
From the early application of fuzzy logic to hydrology, a large amount of research has been pursued and, at present, fuzzy logic has become a practical
tool in many hydrologic analyses and water resources decision making. Fuzzy logic can easily incorporate expert knowledge into standard mathematical
models in the form of a fuzzy inference system. A judicious integration of fuzzy system and ANN can produce a functional neural fuzzy system capable of
learning, high-level thinking, and reasoning (Loukas, 2001). The hybrid neuro fuzzy models are becoming popular as they gets the benefits of neural
networks and fuzzy logic systems and removes the individual disadvantages by combining them on the common features.
There have been many applications of neuro fuzzy based techniques in hydrology (Talei et al., 2010a, 2010b; Shiri and Kisi, 2010; Nourani et al., 2011;
Nayak and Sudheer, 2004) but their application to RFFA problems is rather limited (Turan and Yurdusev, 2009 and Shu et al., 2008). The hydrological
and climatic conditions of Australia are different from rest of the world; hence, it is important to develop new models and techniques based on Australian
data for RFFA.
In this paper, an overview of the CANFIS is presented first, which follows the description of study area and data. The adopted methodology is
presented next, which follows the results and conclusion from the study. CANFIS based RFFA models have been developed for eastern parts of
Australia. The database developed in the Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR) Revision Project 5 Regional flood methods has been used in this study. At
the beginning, CANFIS and QRT based RFFA models are compared, which is then followed by a comparison of these models with the ordinary least
squares (OLS) based QRT. The QRT method developed in the ARR Project 5 (Haddad and Rahman, 2012) has also been used in this comparison.

2 Overview and applications of CANFIS to RFFA
A number of different neuro-fuzzy algorithms are available in the literature: fuzzy inference network (Keller et al., 1992b), fuzzy aggregation networks
(Keller et al., 1992a), neural network driven fuzzy reasoning (Takagi and Hayashi, 1991), fuzzy modelling networks (Horikawa et al., 1992), fuzzy
associated memory systems (Kosko, 1992) and the most popular neuro fuzzy system ANFIS (Jang, 1993) and CANFIS (Jang, 1997). The CANFIS model
integrates the modular neural network with fuzzy inference system in (FIS) in the same topology. The powerful capability of CANFIS stems from patterndependent weights between the consequent layer and the fuzzy associate layer. The CANFIS model integrates adaptable fuzzy inputs with a modular
neural network to rapidly and accurately approximate complex functions.
In recent years much attention has been given to deriving effective data driven neuro-fuzzy models due to its numerous advantages. ANFIS-based neurofuzzy modeling was initially developed by Jang (1993), Jang and Sum (1997), Jin et al. (1995), which has been widely applied in engineering applications.
Palit and Popovic (1999, 2000 and 2005) developed and applied neuro-fuzzy network for time series forecasting, Deka and Chandramouli (2003) used a
fuzzy neural network model for deriving the river stage-discharge relationship, Kisi (2005) estimated suspended sediment by applying neuro-fuzzy and
neural network approaches. Shafie et al. (2007) modeled inflow forecasting of the Nile River at Aswan high dam by using a neuro-fuzzy model.
Jacquin and Shamseldin (2006) developed two types of fuzzy rainfall runoff models based on Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference systems. The results of the
developed models are compared with those of Simple Linear Model. They found that the fuzzy inference systems are a suitable alternative to the
traditional methods of rainfall and runoff modelling. Kisi (2006c) and Kisi and Ozturk (2007) applied adaptive neuro-fuzzy computing technique for pan
evaporation and evapotranspiration modeling, and recently, Saemi and Ahmadi (2008) modeled permeability from well logs by using Genetic Algorithms
and CANFIS. Talei et al. (2010a) evaluated the rainfall runoff modelling for a sub-catchment of Kranji basin in Singapore by using a neuro-fuzzy
computational technique adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system ANFIS. The result of the ANFIS was compared with those of physically based storm
water management model (SWMM). They concluded that ANFIS model is comparable to storm water management model (SWMM) in terms of
goodness of fit results.
It was observed that only a few studies existed in the literature related to the use of neuro fuzzy in RFFA e.g. Shu et al. (2008). They applied ANFIS for
RFFA at ungauged catchments in Canada and compared the results with nonlinear regression (NLR) and nonlinear regression with regionalisation (NLRR) approaches and found that the ANFIS approach has a much better generalization capability than the NLR-R approach and comparable to ANN. In
2009, Aytek (2009) adopted CANFIS for evapotranspiration modelling. He found CANFIS based models to be outperforming the conventional model for
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evapotranspiration (ET0). Tabari and Talaee (2012) compared the utility of CANFIS for pan evaporation (Epan) modelling with multilayer perception
(MLP) and found that MLP provides better results than CANFIS. But to the best knowledge of the authors, a CANFIS based RFFA modeling is not
available in literature especially in case of Australia. Hence, this paper applies CANFIS in RFFA in Australia and compares the results with traditional
RFFA methods.

3 Working structure of ANFIS and CANFIS
Fuzzy Logic provides a different way to approach a control or classification problem. This method focuses on what the system should do rather than
trying to model how it works. An adaptive network is a feed forward network which makes use of a collection of modifiable parameters for determining
the output of the network. Like other neural networks, an adaptive network also consists of a set of nodes connected through directional links and each
node is a process unit that performs a static node function on its incoming signal to generate the signal output. Unlike other neural networks, the links in
an adaptive network only indicate the flow direction of signals between nodes and no weights are associated with these links. As introduced by Jang
(1993), ANFIS is a novel architecture that uses a neural network learning algorithm for constructing a set of fuzzy if-then rules with appropriate
membership functions (MFs) from the stipulated input-output pairs.

Inpu

Fuzzifier

Inference

Defuzzyfier

Outpu

Fuzzy Knowledge base

Figure 1 Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
This procedure of developing a FIS using the framework of adaptive neural networks is called an adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS).
Consider the example of simple FIS with only two inputs x and y and one output z. Suppose that the rule base contains two fuzzy if-then rules of Takagi
and Sugeno (1983).

Rule 1: If x is A1 and y is B1, then f1 = p1x + q1y + r1,
Rule 2: if x is A2 and y is B2, then f2 = p2x + q2y + r2
Where A1, A2 and B1, B2 are the MFs of input x and y respectively; p1, q1, r1 and p2, q2, r2 are the parameters of the output functions. The node function in
the same layer of the same function family is described below:

Layer 1: Each node in this layer performs fuzzification and generates membership grade of linguistic label of an input variable.
Layer 2: Each node in this layer is denoted by determining the MF of the whole input vector by aggregating the fuzzified results of the individual scalar

functions of the every input variable. The output of each node in this layer is obtained by multiplying the incoming signals and represents the firing
strength of a rule.
Layer 3: Each node in this layer is labelled as N and computes the normalized firing strength.
Layer 4: The output of each node in the fourth layer is calculated by the sum of the signals of the third and second layer of the network.
Layer 5: There is only single node in this layer labelled as ∑ that calculates the overall output of the ANFIS or CANFIS as the summation of all
incoming signals.
In case of CANFIS, the fuzzy neuron that applies MFs to inputs is the fundamental component of CANFIS. The general Bell and Gaussian functions are
the two commonly used MFs (Principe et al., 2000). The bell shaped membership function is used in this study. The normalized axon/neuron in the
network is used to expand the output into a range of 0-1. One of the advantages associated with the fuzzy axon is that their MF can be modified through
back propagation during network training and results in the expedition of the convergence. The modular neural network that applies functional rules to
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the inputs is the second major component of CANFIS. The number of modular networks equals the number of network outputs, and the number of
processing elements in each network corresponds to the number of MFs. The CANFIS also has a combiner axon that applies the MFs outputs to the
modular network outputs (Roger et al., 1997 and Alecsandru et al., 2004). Finally, the combined outputs are channelled through a final output layer and
the error is backpropagated to both the MFs and the modular networks.
There are a total of five layers in the CANFIS similar to ANFIS and each layer functions is summarizes as follows. The fuzzification of the input is
performed by each node in layer 1. Each node in this layer is the membership grade of a fuzzy set (A1, A2, B1 or B2) and specifies the degree to which
the given input belongs to one of the fuzzy sets. The input to the layer 2 is the product of all the output pairs from layer 1. Two components are present
in the next third layer in the network. The upper component of this layer applies the membership functions to each of the inputs, while the lower
components is a representation of the modular network that computes, for each output, the sum of all the firing strength. The weight normalization of
the outputs of the two components of the third layer is performed in the fourth layer of the network and this produces the final output of the network
(Ishak and Trifiro, 2007).
The CANFIS model integrates adaptable fuzzy inputs with a modular neural network to rapidly and accurately approximate complex functions. The TSK
model fuzzy model proposed by Takagi, Sugeno and Kang (Takagi and Sugeno, 1985; Sugeno and Kang, 1988) is used in the present study, since this
type of fuzzy model best fits the multi-input, single output system (Aytek, 2009).

4 Study area and data
This paper focuses on the eastern states of Australia consisting of New South Wales (NSW), Victoria (VIC), Queensland (QLD), and Tasmania (TAS).
This part of Australia is selected as the spatial and temporal data of gauged catchments in this region are more comprehensive than other parts of
Australia. Data was obtained from 452 stations which was prepared as a part of the ARR Revision Project 5 (Haddad and Rahman, 2012). The data
preparation involved filling gaps, checking for trends, outliers and rating curve error in streamflow as detailed in Rahman et al (2012). The selected
stations are shown in Figure 2, which include 96 stations from NSW, 131 from VIC, 172 from QLD and 53 from TAS. In this study, the ANFIS and
ANN-based models were developed using two catchment characteristics: catchment area (area) and design rainfall intensity (Itc_ARI) (where ARI = 2, 5, 10,
20, 50 and 100 years and tc = time of concentration (hour), estimated from tc = 0.76(area)0.38). The basic design rainfall intensities (I) data for the selected
catchments were obtained from Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR) (I. E. Aust., 1987, 2001).
The T-year flood quantile was estimated by fitting the log Pearson Type 3 (LP3) distributions for each of the selected stations using a Bayesian parameter
fitting procedure (Kuczera, 1999). If different predictor variables are prioritized in RFFA, it may be noted that catchment area (A) is the most important
predictor variable for a catchment followed by design rainfall intensity (I), slope (S), mean annual rainfall (R) and evaporation (E) (Rahman et al., 1999;
Haddad et al., 2010). Based on the same data set of the 452 catchments, a study was conducted by Aziz et al. (2010, 2013) using artificial neural network
(ANN) and Gene expression programming (GEP) based RFFA techniques. They found that the set of predictor variables giving the best results consisted
of A and Itc_ARI. In this study, these two predictor variables were selected for model development. All the eastern states i.e. NSW, VIC, QLD and TAS
were considered as one region as this has been found to be producing the best results with the ANN based RFFA models in previous studies by Aziz et al.
(2011, 2013).
The catchment sizes of the selected 452 stations range from 1.3 km2 to 1900 km2 with the median value of 256 km2. For the stations of NSW, VIC and
QLD, the upper limit of catchment size was 1000 km2; however, for Tasmania; there were 4 catchments in the range of 1000 km2 to 1900 km2. Overall,
there are 12% catchments in the range of 1 km2 to 50 km2, 11% in the range of 50 km2 to 100 km2, 53% in the range of 100 km2 to 500 km2 and 24%
greater than 500 km2. The annual maximum flood record lengths of the selected stations range from 25 to 75 years (mean: 33 years).

5. Method
In case of CANFIS, all the 452 catchments were considered to be one region. The 452 catchments were then divided into 80% for training and 20% for
independent testing. The training and testing data sets were selected randomly from the region. For each case, the model was built using the 80% model
catchments and then used to predict 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 years ARI flood quantiles for the 20% independent test catchments.
Moreover, the results from CANFIS were compared with two different techniques of QRT. In the first case, all the 452 catchments were considered to be
one region to be consistent with the CANFIS based model. Randomly selected 80% of the catchments were used to develop the QRT models and the rest
of the catchments (20%) were used for validation of the developed QRT model. An ordinary least squares fitting method was adopted to estimate the
QRT model coefficients. This is referred to as ‘QRT’ in this paper. In the second case, the QRT method developed as a part of Project 5 was also
considered in the comparison where a Bayesian generalised least squares (BGLS) regression was applied with a region-of-influence (ROI) approach (for
details see Rahman et al., 2012). The relative error reported in Project 5 Stage II report by Rahman et al. (2012) has been used directly without
redeveloping these models in this study. This is referred to as ‘BGLS-QRT-ROI’.
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Figure 2 Location of study catchments (Blue colour represents training catchments and red colour represents test catchments)
For the CANFIS model development, model catchments are clustered based on model variables (catchment area and rainfall intensity) into several class
values in layer 1 to build up fuzzy rules, and each fuzzy rule was constructed through several parameters of membership function in layer 2. A fuzzy
inference system structure was generated from the data using subtractive clustering. This was used in order to establish the rule base relationship between
the inputs.
In order to obtain the best CANFIS models, the mean squared error was used as ‘fitness function’, which was based on the observed and predicted flood
quantiles; the training was undertaken to minimise this error. Lavenberg-Marquardt (LM) method was used as the training algorithm to minimize the
mean squared error. CANFIS model was trained with a set of input and output data to adjust the weights and to minimize the mean squared error
between the desired outputs and the model outputs. The testing data set was selected randomly to produce a reasonable sample of different catchment
types and sizes. Two inputs (A, Itc_ARI) were used in one input layer and one output layer with one output (Qpred).
In the case of CANFIS, the Bell membership function and the TSK neuro fuzzy model are used, as this type of fuzzy model best fits the multi-input single
output system (Aytek, 2009). LM algorithm is used for the training of CANFIS model. The stopping criterion for the training of the CANFIS network is
a maximum of 1000 epochs and training is set to terminate when the mean squared error (MSE) drops to 0.01 threshold value.
In QRT, flood quantiles (QT) are regressed against catchment characteristics (predictor variables) (X) using the power form equation (Thomas and
Benson, 1970; and Stedinger and Tasker, 1985; Haddad and Rahman, 2012):

QT   0 X 11 X 2 2 ...

(1)

where regression coefficients s are generally estimated by using an Ordinary Least Square (OLS) or Generalized Least Square (GLS) regression. In this
study, in developing the QRT, both the dependent and independent variables were log-transformed to linearise Equation 5. In this study an OLS
regression was adopted to develop prediction equations for each of the six flood quantiles using two predictor variables (A, Itc_ARI). The data sets for
building and independent testing of the QRT model were the same as with the ANN and GEP models. The MINITAB 14 software was used to develop
the QRT models.
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Following evaluation statistics were used for model assessment and comparison:


Ratio between predicted and observed flood quantiles:
Ratio (r) =



Q predicted

(2)

Qobserved

Relative error (RE):

 Q pred  Qobs 

 100
Qobs



RE (%) = Abs 

(3)

Where Qpred is the flood quantile estimate from the ANFIS, CANFIS and QRT models, Qobs is the at-site flood frequency estimate obtained from LP3
distribution using a Bayesian parameter fitting procedure (Kuczera, 1999).

6 Results
Table 2 summarises the median ratio values for the models based on CANFIS and QRT. In case of CANFIS based model, the best results are obtained for

Q5 and Q50 with median ratio values of 0.95 and 0.93, respectively. The overall values range from 0.79 to 2.81. All the results based on CANFIS model are
within acceptable range except for Q2 that shows a significant over prediction. The CANFIS based model shows remarkable improvement for ARIs. The
QRT shows 19% to 28% overestimation in case of Q50 and Q100. Overall, the CANFIS based RFFA model outperforms the QRT based RFFA models in
terms of median ratio values.

Table 3 summarises the median relative error values for the CANFIS and QRT. In terms of median relative error, the CANFIS based model provides
values from 34% to 59% except for Q2 which is 180%. In terms of relative error, the CANFIS based model either outperforms the QRT or provides
competitive results except for Q2. Best value is obtained for 20 years ARI which is 34% for CANFIS and 42% for QRT based RFFA model. Although both
models provide competitive results, if the RE value for Q2 is ignored CANFIS based RFFA model can be given a preference over QRT based model for
regional flood estimation.
Figure 4 shows the plot of observed and predicted flood quantiles for 20 years ARI from the CANFIS based model, which shows a good fit for the
validation data sets. Similar results were found for other ARIs. It should be noted that for majority of the cases the model prediction match very well with
the observed quantiles, but there are notable differences in few cases, which is not unexpected in RFFA for Australia as found by similar other studies
(e.g. Haddad et al., 2011; Haddad and Rahman, 2012 and Haddad et al., 2011).
Now, the better of the two models i.e. CANFIS is compared with BGLS-QRT-ROI method in Table 3. These BGLS-QRT-ROI relative error values were
obtained from Project 5 Stage II report by Rahman et al. (2012). It is found that overall the BGLS-QRT-ROI provides better results than the CANFIS
model; however, the CANFIS model provides results which are comparable to the BGLS-QRT-ROI in few cases. For Q2, CANFIS based model produces
higher relative error values for all the states. The results obtained from CANFIS based model are comparable to the QRT-ROI for Victoria. Hence, it can
be concluded that the linear QRT model integrated with BGLS and ROI generally outperforms the CANFIS based non-linear RFFA models for eastern
Australia.
Table 1 Median Qpred/Qobs ratio values for different models
ARI (years)

2
5
10
20
50
100
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CANFIS
2.81
0.95
0.79
1.18
0.93
1.31

QRT
1.15
1.06
1.35
1.13
1.19
1.28
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Table 2 Median relative error (%) values for different models
ARI (years)

CANFIS

2
5
10
20
50
100

180
48
51
34
59
42

QRT
65
45
57
42
48
51

Figure 3 Plot of observed (target) and predicted (output) quantiles for Q20 (CANFIS based model) for 90 independent test catchments

Table 3 Median relative error (%) values for the CANFIS model and best QRT model from ARR Project 5 (BGLS-QRT-ROI, Rahman et al., 2012)
ARI (Years)

CANFIS

2
5
10
20
50
100

188
48
51
34
59
42

BGLS-QRT-ROI (from Rahman et al., 2012)
NSW+ ACT
VIC
QLD
TAS
37
39
30
40
35
32
25
36
35
31
24
36
33
29
27
31
40
31
28
32
44
31
29
35

6 Conclusions
The paper examines the application of Co-Active Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (CANFIS) based regional flood frequency analysis (RFFA) method in
eastern states of Australia. The data from four states (NSW, VIC, TAS and QLD) were combined to form one region consisting of 452 stations. The
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CANFIS presents better model than the OLS-based QRT method where the CANFIS shows the median relative error values in the range of 34% to 59%
(except for Q2) and median ratio of predicted and observed flood quantiles in the range of 0.79 to 1.31 (except for Q2). This study also compares the
results obtained from the CANFIS with the BGLS-QRT-ROI method (ARR Project 5 model) and it has been found that the BGLS-QRT-ROI model
outperforms the CANFIS based RFFA models. This is important to note that the results obtained from BGLS-QRT-ROI model are based on individual
states whereas the results obtained by CANFIS are obtained when the data from all states are combined to form one region. Hence, the ANFIS model is
likely to perform better when the larger data set is used. This model may also be used in other parts of the world with larger and good quality data set.
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